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Abstract 
Elements of the free partially commutative monoid M is called traces. Duchamp and Krob 
[lo] introduced the Lyndon traces (colored Lyndon words) for complete factorization of the 
monoid M. We introduce a notion of trans-primitivity and study the conjugacy class of traces 
using the results of Duboc [6,7]. We introduce a certain total order on M and characterize the 
Lyndon traces in terms of the order. We show some remarkable combinatorial properties of the 
Lyndon traces related to their shuffles. It enables us to construct a ring base of the shuffle 
algebra. 
0. introduction 
The free partially commutative monoids were first studied systematically by Cartier 
and Foata [3] from a combinatorial point of view. Recently the subject has been 
studied intensively from a view point of formal language theory [ 1,4, 51, because such 
monoids were used as a model for concurrent computing (see [16]). Elements of the 
free partially commutative monoid are called traces and used to describe concurrent 
processes. Duchamp and Krob studied several partially commutative structures [S], 
especially the partially commutative Lie algebra [9]. They proved a partially com- 
mutative version of Lazard’s elimination theorem and succeeded to construct a base 
of the partially commutative Lie algebra [9], and introduced the Lyndon traces 
(partially commutative Lyndon words) for complete factorization of the free partially 
commutative monoid [lo]. 
In our previous paper [12] we studied the derivations of the shuffle algebra and 
established the orthogonality of the Lie elements and the proper shuffles. In this paper 
we study the Lyndon traces and the shuffles from a combinatorial view point. First we 
introduce a notion of trans-primitivity, and study the conjugacy class of traces 
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utilizing the results of Duboc [6,7]. Second we introduce a certain total order on the 
free partially commutative monoid and characterize the Lyndon traces in terms of the 
order (Theorem 8). This characterization has been obtained independently by Krob 
and Lalonde [14] in case where a chromatic partition is trivial. Next we study some 
combinatorial property of shuffle products related to our ordering (Theorem 16). The 
Lyndon traces, due to this property, enable us to construct a polynomial ring base of 
the shuffle algebra (Theorem 20). Lastly we give an enumeration of the Lyndon traces 
(Theorem 21). 
1. Preliminaries 
Let C be a (finite or infinite) alphabet and C* be the free monoid on C. An element 
z) of C* is called a word and (~1 denotes its length. The empty word is denoted by 1. 
Let I be an irreflexive and symmetric relation on C called an independence relation. 
The complement D = C x C - I is called a dependence relation. Two letters a,b E C 
are said to be independent (resp. dependent), if (a,b) E I (resp. (a, b) E D). A subset of 
C is called independent (resp. dependent) if any two different elements of the set are 
independent (dependent). 
The free partially commutative monoid M on Z defined by I is the free monoid C* 
modulo the commutation relation ab = ba with (a, b) E I. The image x of 2, E C* in 
M is called the trace represented by u and is denoted by T(V). The set of letters 
appearing in v is denoted by Alph(x), which does not depend on the representative v. 
Two traces x,y E M are called independent if any a E Alph(x) and b E Alph(y) are 
independent. 
Let .Z’ be a subset of C. The projection Zi’r, is a homomorphism of C * to C’* defined 
by n,(u) = a if a E C’, and n,,(u) = 1 if a E C - ,Y’. When C’ = {a}, n,, is denoted by 
n,, and when C’ = {a, b}, ZZ,, is denoted by ZIa,, (see [4]). If C’ is dependent, then 
IIZS induces a homomorphism of M to Cl*, which we denote by the same symbol II,,. 
Let K be a commutative ring with 1. Let K(M) be the monoid algebra of M over 
K; K(M) is the free algebra K(C) on C modulo the ideal generated by ub - ba with 
(a, b) E I. 
2. Trans-primitivity 
The notions of primitivity and conjugacy of traces were introduced by Duboc [6,7]. 
As pointed out by Duchamp and Krob [lo] a primitive conjugacy class does not 
always contain a Lyndon trace. In this section we introduce a notion of trans- 
primitivity which is a stronger property than the primitivity of Duboc. 
Let x and y be in M. We say x and y are transposed if there are s, t E M such that 
x = st and y = ts. They are conjugate if there is s E M such that xs = sy. A trace x is 
primitive if x is not a power of another trace. More strongly x is said to be 
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trans-primitive if there are no traces s, t ( # 1) such that x = st = ts. A trans-primitive 
trace is primitive. 
For any trace x EM, there exists a unique primitive trace r such that x = ra with 
a 2 1. This r is called the root of x. This result together with the following proposition 
is due to Duboc [7]. 
Proposition 1. The following are equivalent for x,y E M. 
(1) x and y are conjugate. 
(2) There are traces so, sl, . . . , sl E M such that so = x, s, = y, and si and si + 1 are 
transposedfor i = 0, . . . ,l- 1. 
(3) There are traces so, sl, . . . ,s, E M such that x = sosl ... s,, y = s,s,,-~ ... so, 
and si and si are independent for any i and j with 1 i - j 1 2 2. 0 
The next result is a direct consequence of Proposition 1. 
Corollary [7]. The conjugacy is the transitive closure of transposedness and is an 
equivalence relation on M. 0 
For x E M, C(x) denotes the conjugacy class of x. We call x connected if the graph 
(Alph(x), D(A,ph(xJ is connected. 
Proposition 2. A trace x E M is trans-primitive if and only if x is primitive and 
connected. 
Proof. The necessity is clear. Suppose that x is not trans-primitive, that is, x = st = ts 
for some s, t ( # 1) E M. Then we have xs = sx. If x is connected, then by Duboc 
[6, Theorem 1.5 and Proposition 3.11, x = u’, s = uB for some u E M and CI, /I 2 1. 
Since s is a proper factor of x, we see CI > p 2 1 and x is not primitive. This proves the 
sufficiency. 0 
Proposition 3. If x is (trans-) primitive, then every element of the conjugacy class C(x) is 
(trans-) primitive. 
Proof. Let x = st and y = ts for s, t E M. Clearly, x is connected, if and only if y is 
connected. Suppose that x is not primitive and x = za for z E M and CY 2 2. If 
n,(z) = ap for a E C, then n,(x) = aaD, and therefore 
n,(y) = aaS. 
If n,,(z) = w for dependent a,b E C, then n,,(x) = w’. Thus 
&b(Y) = w’O1, 
where w’ is a conjugate of w. By Dudoc [6, Lemma 1.41, y = z’~ for some z’ E M and 
y is not primitive. 0 
The conjugacy class is called (trans-) primitive if its elements are (trans-) primitive. 
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3. Lyndon traces 
The purpose of this section is to characterize the Lyndon traces (colored Lyndon 
words) introduced by Duchamp and Krob [lo] as the minimal traces in the trans- 
primitive conjugacy classes with respect to a suitable total order of M. 
A partition Q, of C is called a chromatic partition if every element @ E Qi is 
dependent, that is, 
(CD x @) n I = 8. 
We fix a total order < on @. 
For nonempty trace x E M, Min(x) is defined to be the minimal element @ of @ such 
that Qi n Alph(x) # 8, and IA(x) is the set of the initial letters of x; 
IA(x)={a~C~x=ayforsomey~M}. 
For @ E @ set 
Mo={x~Mlx=lorMin(x)>@}, 
C~={ay~M\u~@,IA(x)={u}andy~M~} 
Remark that MQ is a submonoid of M. The following Lazard factorization theorem 
was given by Duchamp and Krob [S, lo]. 
Proposition 4. (1) For any @ E @, C$, is a free submonoid of M with free generators C@. 
(2) Any nonempty truce x E M is uniquely written us x = yz, y E MO, 
z E C,’ = C$ - {l}, where @ = Min(x). 
(3) Any nonempty trace x E M is uniquely written us x = x1 ... x,, xi E C,‘,, where 
@I > “. > ?Pn. 0 
We define a total order < on M as follows: First we fix a total order < G of Co for 
every Q, E @. We suppose < cg satisfies the following “prefix” condition: 
(P) If x is a proper prefix of y for x,y E CQ, then x <my. 
Now the order < on M is defined in the following way: Let x,y E M and suppose 
Min(xy) = @. Decompose x and y as x = x0x1, y = y,y, with xo,yo E MQ and 
x,,y, E C$,. By induction x0 and y, can be compared; we postulate the induction 
hypothesis that x and y with Min(xy) > @ can be compared. If x0 < y,, then x < y. If 
x0 = y,, then x < y if and only if x1 < y, under the lexicographic order on the free 
monoid Cs over the ordered alphabet C Q. This is the order induced from the 
lexicographic product of the orders of Cg (see [ll]). To explain more precisely, let 
x and y be decomposed as 
x=x1 “‘X”, Y = Yl ..’ Yn 
with xi, yi E CgZ, Q1 > ... > @,,. Then, x < y if and only if there is k such that 
i I k I n, x1 = y,, . . . ,Xkml = ykml and xk < yk in C&. 
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Proposition 5. Let x be a proper prejix of y for x,y E M, then x < y. 
Proof. Let y = xz with z # 1 and suppose Min(x) = @ and Min(z) = Y. 
Case 1: @ I Y. Decompose x and z as 
x = x0x1, z = zgz1, 
with x0 E Me, x1 E C,‘, zO E Ma and z1 E C$. Then, 
y = XfJZbXiZ;;Zi) 
where zbz$ = z,, and xizg E C,‘. If zb # 1, then x,, < xozb by induction hypothesis. 
Therefore x < xz. On the contrary suppose that zb = 1. If, moreover, zg = 1, then 
xi,z E C$ and x1 < xlz, and consequently x < xz. If zS # 1, then we can write 
Xl = x11x12 ‘.’ Xln, 
with xll, x12, . . . ,x1,, E CQ and 
xiz; = x11z01x12z02 ... XlnZOn, 
with z: = zo1z02 ... zon and xllzol, x12x02, . . . ,xlnzon E C@. Let i be the least k such 
that zok # 1, then Xlizoi > xii by condition (P). Thus, xl < xlz& and we have x < xz. 
Case 2: @ > Y. Note that x E My in this case. Decompose z as 
z= ZOZl> z. E MY, zl EC;. 
If z. # 1, then x < xzo by induction hypothesis, hence x < xz. If z. = 1, then clearly 
x<xz. 0 
Let x, y E M be such that Min(xy) = @. Decompose x, y as 
x = x0x1 ..’ x,, Y = YOYl “. Ym 
with x0, y. E MQ and xl, . . . ,x,, y,, . , y, E C,. We write x 4 y, if there is a non- 
negative integer i I min {m, n} such that xj = yj for j = 0, . . . , i - 1 and xi < yi. On 
the other hand if m I n and xj = ,Vj for j = 0, . , m, then we say x is a rigid prejix of y. 
For x, y E C& x is a rigid prefix of y, if and only if x is a prefix of y as words over C,. If 
x E M@C$, 1x1~ indicates the number IZ. The next lemma easily follows from the 
definition. 
Lemma 6. Let x, y and z be in M. 
(1) x < y zf and only if either x 4 y or x is a proper rigid prefix of y. 
(2) If/xl@ 2 IylQfor @ = Min(xy), then x < y implies xUy. 
(3) If x and y are rigid prefixes of z, the either x is a rigid prejix of y or y is a rigid 
prefix of x. 
(4) Zf x is a rigid prefix of y and y is a rigid prejix of z such that Min(y) = Min(z), then 
x is a rigid prejix of z. 0 
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Though the order < is not compatible with the monoid operation, it satisfies 
a weak compatibility as seen in (1) and (2) of the following lemma. 
Lemma 7. Let u E C$ and let v,x,y E M be such that Min(vxy) 2 @. 
(1) If u < v, then xu < xv. 
(2) If x cl y, then xu 4 YV. 
(3) 1.v E MQ, then xuvy < xvuy. 
Proof. (1) If v E C& then clearly xu < xv. Suppose v = vovl and x = x0x1 with Q, 
( # l), xoe MQ and vl,xl E Cg. Then, xv = x&,xlv~vl, where vbv6 = v. and 
xiv: E C$. If vb z 1, then x0 < x0& by Proposition 5, and consequently xu < xv. If 
vb = 1, then v$ # 1 and hence xi < xio$ in Cg by Proposition 5. It follows that 
xu < xv. 
(2) Let Y = Min(vxy). If u # 1 and Y > 0, then xu 4 yv, because x < y I yu by 
Proposition 5. If Min(xy) > !I’, then x 4 y implies x 4 yv, which further implies 
xuqyv. Now suppose that Min(xy) = Iv and that u = 1 or Y = @. Let 
x = xoxi ... x, and y = yoyl ... y, with xo,yo E MY and xi, . . . ,x,, y,, . . . , y, E C*,, 
then by assumption x0 = yo, x1 = y,, . . . ,xi_i = Y,_~ and xi < yi for some 
i 4 min{m, n}. Let v = v’v” with v’ E MY and v” E C*,. Then 
yv = yov;ylv; .” y,v;v", 
where v’ = Z&V~ ... I& and yiv;, . . . , y,vL E C@. Letj be the least k such that v; # 1. If 
j I i, then Xi < yivi, and ifj > i, then Xi < yi = yiv:. In both the cases we have xu 4 yv. 
(3) Since the assertion is trivial if u = 1, we suppose u is nonempty. Let y = yoy, 
withy, E MG and yl E C$ and suppose uvy, = v’y&.~“y~ with v = v’v”, y, = yby’;, and 
uv”y$ E Ct. Since xv’yb is a prefix of xv’y~v”y” = xvyb and Ixv’yblG = IxvyblQ, either 
xv’yb = xvyb or xv’yb 4 xvyb holds by Lemma 6(2). Since uv”yby, E C$, we have 
xuvy = xv’y~uv”y~yl I xvybuy;y, = xvuy by (2). 0 
We call x E M a Lyndon trace, if x E C$ for some @ E @ and x is a Lyndon word as 
a word over C,, that is, x is a minimal word in a conjugacy class of a primitive word 
over C, ([lo]). Let L be the set of Lyndon traces. For Cp E @ set LQ = L n C$,, that is, 
La is the set of Lyndon traces x such that Min(x) = @. 
In the following theorem Lyndon traces are characterized in terms of the order 
< on M and the factorization in M (not only on (in) C$). 
Theorem 8. For x E M the following are equivalent. 
(1) x is a Lyndon trace. 
(2) x is a minimal trace of some trans-primitive conjugacy class. 
(3) For any nonempty traces s, t such that x = st, it holds that ts > X. 
(4) For any nonempty traces s, t such that x = st it holds that t > x. 
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Proof. (1) + (4)SupposexEL~andx=stfors,t(#l)EM.IftEC~,thensEC~, 
and hence t > x by the property of usual Lyndon words (see [lS] or [19]). If t $ C& 
then t = tot, with to ( # 1) E MO, tl E C& and t > x. 
(4) + (2) If y E M is conjugate with x, there are traces sO, si, . , s, E M such that 
x = sosi .‘. s,, y = s,s,_i ..’ so by Proposition 1. Ifs, is equal to neither 1 nor x, 
then by assumption x < s,. Therefore, x Us, by Lemma 6 (2) and hence x < y by 
Lemma 7(2). Hence x is trans-primitive and minimal in the conjugacy class. 
(2) * (3) Clear. 
(3) ~(l)SupposeMin(x)=~butx~C~.Thenx=stwiths(#l)~M~,t~C~. 
Then ts 2 x by Lemma 7(3), contradicting the condition. Thus we have x E Cg and 
assumption (3) implies that x is a Lyndon word over Co. 0 
Remark. For our characterization of Lyndon traces the condition (P) about the order 
is necessary. In fact, let C = {a, b, c, d) be ordered as a < b < c < d and I = {(a, b), 
(b, 4, (u, c), (c, 4, (c, d), (d, 4). C onsider the trivial partition @ = {{a}, {b}, {c}, {d}} of 
C. Give an order <(by on C{~J so that bed < bc. Then the trace t = z(bdca) satisfies 
condition (3) of the theorem, but it is not the minimal element in the conjugacy class of 
bdca. Actually, z(adbc) is the minimal element of the conjugacy class. 
Remark. Krob and Lalonde [14] gave a similar characterization of the partially 
commutative Lyndon words under the situation where the partition @ of C is trivial, 
that is, every class @ is a singleton. Let <iex be the lexicographic order of C* with 
respect to a given total order of C. For x E M let max(x) be the maximal word in 
x with respect to the order < iex, where x is considered to be a subset of C*. The order 
< on M is defined as 
x < y e max(x) <iexmax(y). 
If we adopt their order of M restricted to C@ for an order <@ on CG, our order 
coincides with theirs. Thus our results cover theirs as a special case. 
Example. Let C = {a, b, c} and I = {(a, c), (c, u)}. Suppose C is ordered as a < b < c. 
Let <kx denote the lexicographic order of C *. Let us consider two chromatic 
partitions @ = {{a, b}, {c}} and Y = {{a}, {b, c}}. On the partition @ we have 
C{,bj = a u bc*, C{,} = {cl. 
Considering the order < iex restricted to C{,b) as the order < (a,b) on C{,+ we have 
L{,b) = {a, b, ab, bc, uab, ubb, abc, bbc, bee, . . }: 
On the other hand, we see 
C{,) = a u ub{u, b)*, C{b,c} = {b, c}: 
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and again considering the order <iex restricted to C{,) and C{b,+, we have 
L{,) = {a, ab,aab, abb, abc, . . }, 
Lib,cJ = {b, c, bc, bbc, bee, } 
We observe that the sets of Lyndon traces obtained above coincide; 
L = L{a,h} ” L{c} = L{a) ” L{b,c}. 
In the second case if we consider a different order < on C{,), for example, the 
length-first lexicographic order, 
a < ab < abb < abc -C abbb -C abbe < abcb c abcc < ... . 
then we have a different set of Lyndon traces of M. 
4. The shuffle products 
In this section we study some combinatorial properties of the shuffle products 
germane to our total order < . Let u = ala2 ... a, E C* and let U = {iI,&, . . . , ik} 
be a subset of { 1,2, , n}, where i, < ... < i,. The word v(u is defined as vlU = 
ailai, ... a;,. Let z = r(u) and let x and y be other traces. We define the (generalized) 
binomial coefficients (&) by the number of subsets U of { 1,2, . . , n} such that 
z(ulc)= x and T(U\U) =y, where a= {1,2, . . . ,n} - U. This number does not 
depend on the representative v of x. The set xmy of the shuffles of x and y is 
defined by 
Let x and y be elements of the monoid algebra K(M) of M over K. The shuffle 
product xoy of x and y is defined by 
z. 
The xmy is the support of x0 y. The operation 0 is linearly extended to the K-modules 
K(M), and with this operation K (M,o) = (K(M), + ,o ) becomes an associative 
and commutative algebra over K, which we call the shuffle algebra. For the details see 
[13], and for another introduction of the shuffle using the bialgebra structure of 
K(M) see [18]. 
The proof of Lemma 11 below is long but is a key for our subsequent discussions. 
Before proving it we need to prove two preliminary lemmas. 
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Lemma 9. Let x,y E C.$. 
(1) Suppose x 2 y. Zfx, is a rigid prefix of x such that x1 I y, then x1 is a rigid prefix 
4-Y. 
(2) Suppose x 2 y. If x1 is a rigid prefix of x and y1 is a prefix of y such that x1 I y,. 
Then, x1 is a rigid prefix qf y,. 
(3) If x1 and y, are rigid prejxes of x and y respectively such that x1 I y and yl I x, 
then either x1 is a proper rigid prefix of y, or y, is a rigid prefix of x1. 
Proof. (1) is a special case of (2). In (2) the relation x1 <1 y, does not hold, in fact, if it 
does, then x < y by Lemma 7(2). Thus the assertion holds by virtue of Lemma 6(l). 
In (3) suppose lx1 I _< 1 y, I, then x1 I y i, otherwise y, Uxl and x1 > y by Lemma 
7(2). Since y, I x, x1 is a rigid prefix of y, by (1). Similarly, y, is a rigid prefix of x1 
provided (x1( > lyrj. 0 
For words x, y we write x 9 y if x’ > y for any nonempty suffix x’ of x. 
Lemma 10. Let x,y E C$ and suppose x $ y. lf x1 and y, are prefixes of x and 
y respectively such that y, # 1, then x > ylxi. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on 1x1. By assumption we have y, < x, and we may 
assume x1 # 1. If y, ax, then y,xl < x by Lemma 7(2). Hence, by Lemma 6(l) we 
may suppose that yl is a proper rigid prefix of x, that is, x = ylxZ with x2 E C,‘. By 
Levi’s lemma [4], x1 = y;x; with a prefix y; of y, (yi = y;y’;) and a prefix xi of x2, 
where y’; and xi are independent. Since y, and x, are in C,’ and cannot be 
independent, we see y; is nonempty. Since x1 $ y,, we have x2 > y;x; = x1 by 
induction hypothesis. Hence x = ylxZ > yixi by Lemma 7(l). 0 
Lemmall. Letx,yECzandsupposex$y.Letx=x, . ..x.andy=y, . ..y.with 
y, nonempty, then x > ylxly2x2 ... yPx,. 
Proof. For the factorizations x = x1 . . . xp and y, ... y, we associate the length vector 
I = (I y, 1, [xi 1, . . . ,I y,(, Ix,/). Note that the trivial factorizations x = x1, y = y, have 
the greatest length vector (( yl, [xl) and for this factorization the desired inequality 
x > y,x, holds by Lemma 10. Thus, to prove the assertion for the factorizations 
above with the length vector 1, we may assume that 
(a) for any factorizations with the length vector greater than 1 in the lexicographic 
order, the assertion holds. 
Set 2 = z1z2 ... zlP with Z2i = xi and Z2i~ 1 = yi for i = 1, . . . ,p. Of course, 
zl,zl E C$. If zi is not in Cg for some i > 2, then zi = z;zr, z; ( # 1) E MQ, zr E C$. By 
choosing the minimal in such is we have zi_l E C,$. Let 
z’=zl . . . Zi_3(Zi_2ZI)Zi~1Z:IZi+l ". Z2p. 
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Then z’ 2 z by Lemma 2(3) and the length vector associated with this factorization is 
greater than 1. By the condition (a), we find x > z’ 2 z. Therefore, we may suppose that 
(b) zi E C$, for all i = 1, . . . ,2p. 
We shall prove our assertion by induction on Ix 1. Since x > zr, we may suppose 
(c) z1 is a proper rigid prefix of x, 
otherwise, x D z1 and we would have x > z by Lemma 7(2). 
Since z2 is a rigid prefix of x, either z2 is a rigid prefix of zr or zi is a proper rigid 
prefix of z2 by Lemma 6(3). If the latter holds, then x1 = y,x; with x; E Cg. Set 
x’ = x;xl . . . x,and z’ = z2 ..’ zP, then x’ 9 y, x’ E C$, and z’ = yr~~y,x, ... y,x,. By 
induction hypothesis we find x’ > z’ and consequently x > z. Thus we may suppose 
the former holds; 
(d) z2 is a proper rigid prefix of zr. 
Moreover, because x > z1z2 by Lemma 10, we may suppose that 
(e) zlzZ is a proper rigid prefix of x. 
Now with the assumption z I x, we shall derive a contradiction. More precisely we 
shall prove the following statements (f) and (g) for any j < 2p: 
(f) zlz2 . .. zj is a proper rigid prefix of x, 
and 
(8) Zi+1Zi+2 .‘. Zj is a proper rigid prefix of zi, 
for any integer i such that 0 < i < j. Actually the statement (f) for j = 2p means that 
z is a proper prefix of x, which is of course contradictory. 
We shall prove the assertions by induction on j. First (c), (d) and (e) imply the 
assertions are true for j = 1 and 2. Let k 2 2 and assume that (f) and (g) hold for all 
j < k. As is easily shown this assumption implies that 
(h) zjlzj2 ... , zjl is a proper rigid prefix of X, 
for any sequence 0 < j, < j, < ... < j, I k. 
We first treat the case where k is odd. Then zk+, = x, with r = $(k + 1). Since 
x1 .‘. x, _ i y, is a rigid prefix of x by (h), either y, is a rigid prefix of x, or x, is a proper 
rigid prefix of y,. due to Lemma 6(3). If x, = x:x:’ and xl = y,, then 
z = YlXl ‘.. yr- 1(x,- 14YrX:' .” xzp, 
but by condition (a) we can conclude x > z. Hence zk + 1 = x, is a proper rigid prefix 
of y, and also a proper rigid prefix of y. Since x + zk+ 1 and zlzZ ... zk is a proper 
rigid prefix of x by (f), we see x > zlzZ ... zkzk+i, and hence zlzZ ... zkzk+r is a 
proper rigid prefix of x due to our assumption z 2 x and Lemma 7(2). This proves (f) 
forj= k+ 1. 
Let i be such that 0 < i < k + 1. From what we have proved above, Zi+ l ... ZkZk+ 1 
is some rigid prefix of a suffix x’ E C$ of x. By (g), zi+ 1 . . zk is a prefix of zi, a fortiori, 
a prefix of y. Hence, 
zi+l .” ZkZk+l < x, (4.1) 
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by Lemma 10. On the other hand zi is a rigid prefix of x by (h), and 
Zi < XI, (4.2) 
because zi is a prefix of Y by (g) as well. Now Lemma 9(3) asserts that (4.1) and (4.2) 
imply either zi is a rigid prefix of zi+ I ... zkzk+ 1 or zi+ 1 .s. zkzk + I is a proper rigid 
prefix Of Zi. 
Suppose that zi iS a rigid prefix of Zi + 1 ... zkzk + 1 and i is the greatest of such 
numbers. Then zi+z ... zk + r is a proper rigid prefix of Zi + 1 and of y as well. Thus 
zi = zi + 1zi + f, where zi + 1 is a rigid prefix of zi + 1 and of y. Hence x $ zi + 1 and we see 
zI+lzi+l <X by Lemma 10. It follows that z:+lzi+r Izi. Hence, Z= 
Zl 
. . . zizi+l . . . Z2p I Z’ = Z1 .‘. Zi+l I z. ... zzp. If i > 1, then the length vector of z’ is 
greater than that of z, and hence by (a) we have z’ < x. If i = 1, then again 
x > zzz1z3 ... zZP = z’, because x2 ... x, 9 y and xz ... xP > z1z3 ... z2P by induction 
hypothesis. This contradicts the assumption z 2 x, and we have proved (g) for 
j = k + 1, that is, zi+l ... zk + 1 iS a proper rigid prefix Of Zi. 
Next let k be even. Then zk+ 1 = y, with r = ik + 1. We shall only show that zk+ 1 is 
a proper rigid prefix of yr, from which we can derive (f) and (g) for j = k + 1 in 
a similar way to the odd case. 
Since Y, ... y,- 1x,_ 1 is a rigid prefix of x by (h), Y, ... y,_ ,Y, is a rigid preifx of 
y and x > Y, we see either y, < x,_ 1 or x,_ 1 is a rigid prefix of Yr by Lemma 7. If the 
latter holds and y, = Y:_ 1Y: with Y:_ 1 = x,_ 1 and y: E C& then 
z = YlXl ... (Y,- Iv:- 1)X,P ry:x, ..’ xzp < x 
by condition (a). Therefore the former must hold and we have zk+ r = y, < x,_ r. 
Moreover, since x,_ 1 is a proper prefix of y, we see 
zkfl < yl. (4.3) 
On the other hand, since x I z1 ... zk+ 1 ... zzp and zi ... zk is a proper rigid prefix of 
x, we have x’ I zk+r ..’ zZP for some nonempty suffix x’ E C$ of x. Moreover we have 
yl < zk+l ..’ ZZp, (4.4) 
because y, < x’. Now in virtue of Lemma 9(l), it follows from (4.3) and (4.4) that 
zk + 1 is a proper rigid prefix of y, . 
The proof is complete. 0 
When we decompose a trace x E M as x = xl .. . x, with Xi E C,$, and 
Ql > ... > Gn, Ql is called the head of x and denoted by Head(x). For convenience we 
define Head(l) = - co and Min( 1) = + co. 
Lemma 12. (1) Head(x) = max(@(IA(x) n @ * @>. 
(2) If y is a prejix of x, then Head(y) I Head(x). 
(3) For any z E xruy, Head(z) < max{Head(x), Head(y)}. 
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Proof. If x = ~~1x1 ... U,X, with ai E C, aixi E CG, and @I 2 ... 2 @,, then 
a, E IA(x) c {a,, . . . , a,), from this (1) follows. The statements (2) and (3) can be easily 
proved from (1). 0 
The following is immediate from Proposition 4(3) and the definition of the order < 
Lemma 13. Let x E M and Q, E @. Then x is uniquely decomposed as x = x’x” with 
Min(x’) 2 @ and Head < @. Let y be another trace and suppose y = y’y” with 
Min(x’) 2 @ and Head < @, then x < y fund only ifeither x’ < y’ or both x’ = y’ 
and xl’ < y”. 
Lemma 14. Suppose that y = yoy, Head < @. Let z E xruy with a prefix y’ ofy. If 
Min(z) 2 @, then y’ is a prefix of y, . 
Proof. By Levi’s lemma y’ = yby; with prefixes yb and y; of y, and y, respectively. 
Since Head < @ by Lemma 12(2) and Min(y;) 2 Qi by assumption, we must have 
y; = 1. 
Proposition 15. Let x,y E M, @ = Min(x) and Y = Head(y) and suppose @ I Y. De- 
compose x, y as x = x0x1, y = y,y, with Min(xo) > Y, Head < Y, Min(y,) 2 @ 
and Head < @. Then the maximal trace in xruy is of the form xowy,, where w is the 
maximal trace in xIruyI. 
Proof. Let z be any trace in xmy and decompose z as z = zozlz2 with Min(zo) > Y, 
Head I Y, Min(zr) r @ and Head < @. Then z. E x’my’, z1 E x”my” and 
zz E x+my+, where x = x’x”x+ and y = y’y”y+. Since Min(zo) > Y and Head( 
Head(y) I Y, we have x’ is a prefix of x0 and y’ = 1 by Lemma 14; z. = x’, y = y”y+. 
Since Min(z,) 2 @ and Head < @, again by Lemma 14, y” is a prefix of y,; 
y, = y”y;. If z. is proper prefix of x0, then z < xy by Proposition 5 and Lemma 13. If 
zo = x0, then z,x+y; E ximy, and z1 2 z,x+y;‘. Therefore z = xozlz2 I 
xoz,xty’;y2 5 xowy,, where w is the maximal trace in xlmyl. q 
Theorem 16. Let x and y be any traces such that x & y, then xy is the maximal trace in 
xruy and ($) = 1. 
Proof. Let CD = Min(x). Since x * y, we see Head(y) < @, and we can write 
x = x0x1 with x0 E MG, x1 E C,’ 
and 
Y = YlY2 with yl E C& Head < @. 
Since x 9 y, we have x1 gyi. 
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Let z be the maximal trace in xmy, and we shall prove z is equal to xy by induction 
on 1x1. By Proposition 15, z = xowyz with maximal trace w in xlmy,. The shuffle 
w must be written as w = x’w’ with a nonempty prefix x’ of x1 and w’ E x”nty n C$ 
where x1 = x’x”. Otherwise w < x1 I xiy, by Lemma 11. Since x” + y, and 
lx” 1 < 1x1, we can conclude w’ = x”yi by induction hypothesis. Consequently we 
obtain z = xy. 
Next we shall show that (x”,‘,) = 1. Let x,, = r(al ... a,,), x1 = ~(a,,,,+~ ... a,), 
yl = +z,,,+~ ... a,,,+,,,) and y, = r(u,+,,+ 1 ... um+,J. We can choose the representat- 
ive a, .‘. a, of x so that r(ul ... ai_ 1) is a rigid prefix of x for any i such that ai E @. 
A shuffle z of x and y which is equal to xy is determined by a subset U = {iI, . . , in> of 
I = (1, . . . ,m + n} such that x = r(va) and y = t(uv), where v = (a, ... a,,,+,,). If 
kI < ... < k,_,, and z(ukl ... uk,_,,) = y,, then akl is in Y less than @ and thus 
unavoidably kI = m + n’ + 1, ,k,-,,, = m + n. This implies that L? contains the 
consecutive m + n’ + 1, . . . , m + n. Similarly U must contain the consecutive 
1, . . , m’. Let j be the greatest integer such that the consecutive 1, . . ,j are contained 
in such U. Then j 2 m’. If j = m, then U = { 1, . . . , m} and we can conclude (x”,‘,) = 1 
and the proof is done. Suppose j < m, then x’ = r(ui ... aj) is a proper rigid 
prefix of x because aj+l is an initial letter of y, and is in @. Thus x1 = x’x” with 
xl’ E c,‘, z(v ,“J = x” and r(u ,,) = Y1> where U” = U - {l, . . . ,j} and - 
U” = U - {m + n’ + 1, . . ,m + n}. Since x1 $ y,, we see x” $ y,. Since j + 1 E U” 
by the maximality of j, we have x”yi = aj+ iz”, where Z" EX"LUY',,Y~ = aj+ly;. But 
Lemma 11 asserts the impossible inequality x”yl < x”, a contradiction. The proof is 
complete. 0 
5. A base of the shuffle algebra 
In this section we shall show that the Lyndon traces form a natural polynomial base 
of the shuffle algebra. Note that if x is a Lyndon trace, then x > y implies x 9 y for 
y E M by Theorem 8(4). 
Proposition 17. Any trace x is uniquely written as x = x1 x,, with x1, . . . ,x, E L, 
x1 2 ... 2 x,. 
If another truce y is decomposed us y = y, ... y,, with y,, . . . ,y, E L, y, 2 ... 2 y,, 
then, x < y ifund only if one of the following holds. 
(1) There is a positive i I min{m, n} such that x1 = y,, . . . ,x~-~ = Y,_~ and xi -C yi, 
(2) m<nundxI=yl,...,x,=y,. 
Proof. The first assertion easily obtained by Proposition 4 and the usual property of 
Lyndon words. If (2) holds, then x < y by Proposition 5. Suppose that (1) is satisfied. 
We shall prove by induction on 1 that 
Xi "' XI < )I,, (5.1) 
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for any 1 with i I 1 I m. When 1 = i, the inequality holds by assumption. If (5.1) holds 
for 1< m, then we see xi ... x,Yi < Yi by Lemma 11 because Yi E L. Since 
xl+ 1 I xi < yi, we have xi ... xLx~+ 1 < xi ... xlyi < yi. Thus (5.1) holds for 1 = m and 
we have 
XlXl “’ Xi_lYi = y, ... yi I y. 
This shows the sufficiency of the condition, but this also implies the necessity because 
< is a total order. 0 
Proposition 18. Let x EL@ and y E M. If x > y, then xntly is the maximal element in 
XLIIX”~ and (IJ”~<) = n + 1. 
Proof. By assumption we see x 9 y. Theorem 16 tells that the results hold when n = 0. 
Suppose that n > 0 and z is the maximal element in xmx”y. If z = xlzz, x = x1x2, 
x1 # 1, x2 # 1, and z2 E xzmx”y, then x2 9 x and hence x2 $ x”y by Lemma 6(2) and 
Lemma 7(2). By Theorem 16 we see z2 = xzxny and 
(5.2) 
If z = ZIZZ, x = xrxz, x2 # 1, z1 E ximx, and z2 E xZmxn-‘Y, then x $ xi. By 
Theorem 16 we have z1 = xxr, hence z = xz’, z’ E xmx”~ ‘y. By induction hypothesis 
we have z’ = x”y and 
Z' ( 1 x, X”Y = n. (5.3) 
Consequently, we have z = x”y and adding (5.2) and (5.3) we get 
=n+l. 0 
For x E M and E 2 0, x0’ is defined inductively as x0’ = 1 and x0& = x’(‘- ‘)o x for 
E >o. 
Theorem 19. Let x1, . . . ,x, be Lyndon traces such that x1 > ... > x, and let El, . ,E, 
be positive integers. Then 
xl&’ 0 0 0 xiEn = k - XT . . . x”,” + (lower terms), 
where k = Ed! ..’ E,!. 
(5.4) 
Proof. Assuming the equality 
x;E~-~~~~x;~~= ~‘-xY-~ ... x”,“+(lower terms), (5.5) 
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with/z’ = (si - l)! ... E,!, we shall show (5.4). In virtue of Proposition 17, a lower term 
of the left-hand side of (5.5) is of the form k”x:y, where either E I .sl - 1 and y < x1 or 
E=E~-landy<x”,Z... x2 < x1. Taking the shuffle product of the left-hand side of 
(5.4) with x1 yields the maximal term k-x”,’ ... x”,” due to Proposition 17 and 
Proposition 18. 0 
The following is a generalization of the results known in the free case (see [15, 171). 
Theorem 20. Suppose K contains the rationals Q2 (as a unitary subalgebra). The shufJle 
algebra K (M, 0) is a free commutative algebra generated by L over K. 
Proof. Theorem 19 implies that 
{xl&’ ooox;‘nln 2 0, x1 > ... > x, E L, cl, . . . ,E, >O} 
forms a linear base of K (M, o), from that the results follow. 0 
6. Enumeration of the Lyndon traces 
In this section the alphabet C is assumed to be finite. Duchamp and Krob [9] 
enumerated the Lyndon traces using the Poincare-Barkoff-Witt Theorem. We shall 
do it using Theorem 20. For a set X, 1x1 denotes the cardinality of X. 
For n E N let M, be the set of traces of length n and let L, be the set of Lyndon traces 
of length n. Let d, = ) M, / and 1, = 1 L, 1. Let c, be the number of cliques of size n in the 
commutation graph (C, I). In particular we set c,, = 1. Let X be an indeterminate and 
set 
l(X) = fj (1 - X”)ln, 
n=l 
5(X) = f 4X’, 
n=O 
p(X) = f ( - l)“cnxn. 
n=O 
The last p(X) is called the Mobius function of M. By the Mobius inversion formula 
(see [3,5]) we have 
5(X)AX) = 1. 
Since d, is equal to the dimension of the component of K (M, 0) of degree n, Theorem 
20 gives 
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Thus we get 
l(X) = P(X). 
Here we have 
=_p,C+=- c!yp. 
n=l i=l z ni=m l
(6.1) 
(6.4 
Since p(X) is a polynomial, it is factorized as 
AX) = ( - l)d PI (X - G), a, E @, 
n=l 
where d is the degree of p(X). Since the constant term of p(X) is 1, we have 
Lx1 ... ad = 1. Then we have 
log /L(X) = i log(1 - 
II=1 
a,‘X)= _ i f E$Z. 
n=l i=l 
By (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3) we obtain 
for all m, equivalently, 
Now by the (classical) Mobius inversion we get 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
where p(n) is the classical number theoretical Mobius function. 
Summarizing we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 21. Let a,, . . . ,CQ are the roots of the Miibius equation p(X) = 0. Then the 
number 1, of the Lyndon traces of length m is given by (6.4). 
Corollary. Assume that I is not the full commutation relation. If l/cc is the root of 
p(X) = 0 with the minimal absolute value, then 1x1 > 1 and 1, = O(lc~l”‘/m). 
When I = 0, we have p(X) = 1 - 1 Cl. X. Thus, (6.4) becomes the well-known Witt 
formula (see [2]): 
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